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Abstract

This annex describes ship collision and fire frequencies, a model of ship penetration depths during
ship collisions, finite element calculations that examine the crush forces applied to a RAM cask during
ship collisions, shipboard fire tests, modeling of these tests using a computational fluid dynamics
code, a simple bulkhead fire spread model that is based on the fire test modeling, a probabilistic ship
multi-hold fire spread model, modeling of the release of spent fuel radionuclides to the environment
from a Type-B spent fuel transportation cask, and illustrative estimates of the consequences that such a
radioactive release might cause.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 SUMMARY

In 1994, the US Department of Energy (DOE) 's National Transportation Program (NTP)
initiated a study called SeaRAM at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) as a follow-on to the
earlier study titled "Safety of Shipments of Plutonium by Sea," which was performed to
satisfy a mandate in the US Energy Policy Act of 1992. In the same year, at the
recommendation of the Standing Advisory Group on the Safe Transport of Radioactive
Material, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) established a Coordinated
Research Program (CRP) to conduct an assessment of the accident environment at sea. DOE
decided to support this CRP because of a major stake in the outcome of this research program
due to the Foreign Research Reactor fuel return program and the fissile materials disposition
program, both of which have aspects of sea transport of radioactive materials. Therefore,
DOE/NTP directed SNL to conduct additional technical studies in the pursuit of the CRP
mission.

As a result of this study, the principal researchers have ascertained the following principal
conclusions:

• Ship collisions depend on ship traffic density and thus on the region of the ocean in
which a ship is sailing.

• Ship collisions are unlikely to damage a spent fuel cask, because collision forces will be
relieved by collapse of ship structures, not cask structures.

• Ship fire frequencies appear to depend only on ship trip durations.

• Fires are not likely to start in the RAM hold; if a fire starts; elsewhere on the ship, its
spread to the RAM hold is not probable; and, even if a fire spreads to the RAM hold,
lack of fuel or air will usually prevent the fire from burning hot enough and long enough
in that hold to cause a significant release of radioactivity from the RAM cask.
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• Most radioactive materials released to the interior of the RAM cask due to collisions
and/or fires will deposit on interior cask surfaces; so cask retention fractions are large
and cask-to-environment release fractions are small.

• Consequently, the risks of maritime transport of RAM spent nuclear fuel cask are very
small.

This report summarizes the principal results of the SeaRam study. Complete descriptions of
study results, analysis methods, and input data are presented in the program's final report
titled, SeaRam: A US DOE Study of Maritime Risk Assessment Data and Methods of Analysis
(SAND99-0275) by DJ. Ammerman, J.A. Koski, and J.L. Sprung [1-1].

1.2. BACKGROUND

Substantial quantities, of order one billion curies per year from 1992 through 1996, of
radioactive materials are routinely transported in ships on the world's oceans. For example,
during the next decade, the United States will receive 700 to 800 shipments of research
reactor spent fuel containing some 500 million curies of radioactivity, hi addition, the United
States may ship radioactive military waste materials and power reactor spent fuel from the US
to Europe for reprocessing into vitrified high-level waste and Mixed Oxide Fuel. Although all
of these shipments are or will be made in accordance with regulations established by the
International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA), private citizens, Greenpeace, and members of congress have all expressed concerns
about their safety.

Several US environmental studies [1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 1-5] have examined the safety of trans-ocean
shipments of radioactive materials (RAM). Review of these studies suggests that they may
have significantly overestimated the risks associated with the maritime transport of
radioactive materials because the analytical methods and assumptions used in these studies

• greatly overestimated the probability that an accident will lead to a release of
radioactivity,

• significantly underestimated retention by deposition onto cask surfaces of the radioactive
vapors and aerosols released to the cask interior as a result of the accident, and

• sometimes overestimated population exposures because real non-uniform population
distributions were replaced by approximate uniform distributions which caused the
number of people situated near to the accident site and consequently population doses
both to be overestimated.

Because of the number of ocean shipments likely to occur during the near future and the
concerns expressed about these shipments, and because previous studies may have
overestimated the risks posed by maritime shipments of RAM, in 1994, DOE directed Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL) to undertake a general study of ship accident risks. DOE stated
that this study, which was given the name SeaRAM, should evaluate the ship accident data
base, evaluate the thermal and mechanical loadings that transport casks might experience
during ship accidents, and support the IAEA Coordinated Research Programne (CRP) titled
Accident Severity at Sea. This annex summarizes the principal results of the SeaRAM
Program. Full details are presented elsewhere [1-1].
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1.3. SEARAM PROGRAM

The SeaRAM Program had four objectives. First, to define and describe a robust methodology
for the assessment of the risks associated with the shipment of radioactive materials (BLAM)
by sea. Second, to illustrate the use of this methodology by the performance of illustrative
calculations. Third, to develop credible technical estimates of the probabilities of ship
collisions and ship fires and the chance that collisions and/or fires may damage a ]RAM
transport cask so severely that radioactive materials are released from the cask. And fourth, to
model the details of a few severe, ship accidents in order to determine whether these accidents
would damage a RAM transport cask were one onboard the ship involved in the hypothetical
accident.

Because this was a generic study, DOE stated that the analyses should be substantial but not
exhaustive, and that all calculations performed should be illustrative and thus should not
examine any specific RAM shipping campaign. The following approach was selected to fulfill
this mandate. First, an appropriate risk assessment methodology was identified and described.
Then, the methodology was illustratively applied to the transport of spent commercial reactor
fuel in a typical transport cask onboard a charter freighter and a break-bulk freighter. Data
needed to support these calculations or to develop or validate the models used in these
calculations was developed, where necessary by the performance of experiments and detailed
collision and/or fire calculations. Finally, illustrative consequence calculations that examined
the risks posed by accidents that might occur while these ships were sailing at sea, in coastal
waters, and in ports were performed.

1.4. PROGRAM ELEMENTS

This annex is divided into 7 sections. This section introduces the program and lists the
program elements. Sections 2 through 6 present the results developed by each Seal^AM
Program element. Finally, Section 7, summarizes the picture of maritime RAM transport risks
that emerges from the results of the individual program elements. Specifically,

• Section 2 develops ship collision frequencies per nautical mile sailed for 19 ocean
regions, for all coastal waters not in one of these 19 regions, and for the open ocean. The
section also develops fire frequencies per nautical mile sailed.

• Section 3 revalidates Minorsky's correlation of ship collision damage with ship collision
energy, illustratively applies the correlation to collisions of ships in the world fleet with
a small two-hold charter freighter and a seven-hold break-bulk freighter, and extends the
correlation by coupling it two a mechanistic model of shell damage, thereby producing a
model that can treat low-speed collisions and collisions where the struck ship has a
double hull.

• Section 4 describes finite element calculations that examine the impacts on a
transport cask of severe collisions that penetrate so deeply into the RAM transport hold
of the struck ship that the stowage location of the cask is overrun or other cargo in the
hold is compressed about the cask subjecting it to crush forces.

• Section 5 (a) describes three shipboard fire tests, a heptane spray fire, a wood crib' fire,
and an in-hold pool, that were performed to develop data about ship fire heat transport
processes and fire propagation; (b) presents the results obtained when the fire tests are
modeled using a detailed computational fluid dynamics code; (c) uses the fire test results
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and the insights developed by modeling these tests to formulate, validate, and
illustratively apply a simple hold-to-hold fire spread model; and (d) develops a
probabilistic fire spread model for a multi-hold break-bulk freighter and uses the model
to illustratively estimate the chance that a severe fire initiated by a ship collision will
spread to a hold where a RAM transport cask is stowed and then burn hot enough and
long enough in that hold to cause or substantially increase the loss of radioactivity from
the cask.

Section 6 describes illustrative consequence calculations that model hypothetical ship
accidents assumed to occur while sailing at sea, along a coastal route, or in port.
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2. ACCIDENT STATISTICS

2.1. ACCIDENT DATA

Ship collision and ship fire frequencies were derived by analysis of 15 years (1979 through
1993) of Lloyd's casualty data and 2 years (1988, 1993) of Lloyd's port call data [2-1]. The
casualty data contained 2547 fire events, 975 of which occurred in ports, and 1947 collision
events (where a collision is the striking of one ship by another ship and is not the ramming of
a fixed structure or a grounding), 702 of which occurred hi ports. Only 50 of the 1947
collisions events led to fires, 39 of these fires resulted form collisions at sea and 11 from
collisions in ports; none of the 2547 fire events involved collisions. Because the casualty data
contained very little information about accident severities, all of the analyses reported here
considered all collisions and all fires in the 15 years of data without regard to their severity.

The accident data contained coordinates for 758 of the collision events and for 812 of the fire
events that occurred outside of port waters. When histograms of the distance from shore of
these 758 collision and 812 fire events were constructed, the histograms showed that most
collision events occur near shore (90 per cent within 60 miles of a coast), while fire events
seem to occur more or less uniformly at all distances from shore (e.g. the distance within
which 90 per cent of the fire events occur is 300 rather than 60 miles and many occur well out
to sea). Assignment of these same events to the 478 Marsden squares [2-2] that contain ocean
waters also showed that fire events are more widely dispersed than collision events (169
squares contain at least 1 fire event while only 109 squares contain at least 1 collision event;
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32 squares contain at least 10 fire events while only 20 squares contain at least 10 collision
events). Thus, the histograms and the event counts by Marsden square suggest that the
occurrence of fires on ships is not strongly dependent on location, while the occurrence of
ship collisions is strongly dependent on location, being much more frequent where ship traffic
is high (e.g. in the 20 Marsden squares that each contain at least 10 collision events).

2.2. CONGESTED OCEAN REGIONS

Because ship collision seemed to depend strongly on ship traffic density, ship collision
statistics were developed per nautical mile sailed for 19 congested ocean regions (regions
thought to be heavily sailed), which encompassed large parts of those Marsden squares that
contained 10 or more ship collisions, for all coastal waters not contained in any of the 19
congested regions, and for the open ocean. Table 2-1 identifies the 19 congested ocean
regions.

Table 2-1. Congested Ocean Regions

1

2

3

4

5

Irish Sea

English
Channel
North Sea

Baltic Sea

Western
Mediterranean

6

7

8

9

1
0

Tyrrhenian Sea

Adriatic Sea

Aegean Sea,
Bosporus
Eastern
Mediterranean
Suez Canal, Red
Sea, Gulf of
Aden

1
1
1
2
1
3
1
4
1
5

Persian Gulf, Gulf of
Oman
Approaches to
Singapore
South China Sea,
Taiwan Strait
East China Sea

Yellow Sea

1
6
1
7
1
8
1
9

Sea of Japan,
Korean Strait
Inland Sea of
Japan
East Coast of
Japan
Western Gulf of
Mexico

2.3. ACCIDENT LOCATIONS

The number of ship collisions that occurred in each of the 19 congested regions, in coastal
waters, in the open oceans, and in individual ports were determined by manual inspection of
the text fields in the Lloyd's accident data that described each accident. Region assignments
were straightforward when the text field contained accident coordinates. When coordinates
were lacking, some combination of descriptive text that specified the identities of cities,
geographic features (e.g. bays, islands), or structures (e.g. lighthouses) located near the
accident site, and/or the identity of the Marsden square in which the accident occurred almost
always allowed the accident to be assigned to one of the 19 congested regions, to coastal
waters, to open ocean, or to the waters of a port (only 8 of the 1947 collisions could not be
assigned to a region or a port).

2.4. PORT CALLS AND PORT LOCATIONS

The two years of port call data listed calls at 3590 different ports, trips between 105 000
different pairs of ports (where a trip is a sailing from one port directly to another port without
any intervening port calls), and 2,391,118 total trips. Coordinates were specified for many of
these ports. When port coordinates were not specified, they were taken from the Faiirplay
Encyclopaedia [2-3] or from an atlas [2-4]. Next, coordinates were specified for the vertices
of irregular convex polygons that just encompassed the ocean waters of each of the
19 congested regions. Ports were then assigned to congested regions by application of the
right hand rule for vectors [2-5].
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2.5. TRIP SAILING DISTANCES

Although voyage distances can be obtained from the Fairplay Encyclopaedia [2-3] and from
Publication 151 of the US Defense Mapping Agency [2-7], neither of these references can be
automatically searched. As distances were needed for 105 000 different trips, a way to
compute trip distances had to be developed. The method selected was an extension of the
distance algorithm used in Publication 151. Publication 151 defines 25 ocean junction points
and specifies distances between these junction points and from ports to those junction points
that lie nearest to the port. Coordinates were defined for an additional 24 junction points,
which all lay on the edges of the 19 congested regions identified in Table 2-1. The great circle
distances from these additional junction points to all other nearby junction points, both those
taken from Publication 151 and those chosen to define the edges of the 19 congested regions,
were then calculated, and all of the distances between pairs of junction points were entered
into a lookup table. Trip distances were then calculated as follows. For trips between ports in
the same congested region or in coastal waters not separated by one of the 25 junction points
defined in Publication 151, distances between the two ports were calculated as great circle
distances. For all other trips, distances were calculated as the sum of two great circle distances
(the great circle distances from the departure port to the nearest junction point on the route
and from the last junction point on the route to the destination port) plus the sum of the
distances between the set of successive junction points (taken from the lookup table) that
defined the minimum distance route from the departure port to the destination port, where the
minimum distance route was identified using the Dijkstra shortest path algorithm [2-6].
Figure 2-1 illustrates this procedure.

Figure 2-2 shows that great circle distances can significantly underestimate real sailing
distances if the actual sailing route does not approximate a great circle route. Specifically, the
great circle distance from Rotterdam to Antwerp is 45 nautical miles, but the true sailing
distance is 121 nautical miles.

The magnitude of the underestimate of sailing distances caused by the use of great circle
distances was investigated by comparing the distances calculated using the sum of several
great circle distances to the sailing distances specified in the Fairplay Encyclopaedia for the
set of most sailed trips that accounted for 10 per cent of the total distance sailed during the
year 1988. The comparison showed that use of great circle distances on average
underestimated true sailing distances by less than ten per cent although sometimes by factors
of as much as two for specific trips.

2.6. APPORTIONMENT OF TRIP DISTANCES TO OCEAN REGIONS

Sailing distances in congested regions were calculated as great circle distances from a port in
the region to a junction point at the edge of the region, when a trip began or ended in that
region, or as the distance between two junction points located on the edges of the region,
when the region was traversed. A sailing distance of 50 nautical miles was assigned to the
coastal waters region whenever a departure or destination port was not located in one of the
19 congested regions. Finally, the balance of each trip sailing distance was assigned to the
open ocean region.
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North Atlantic
Ocean

Pentland
Firth,

J?

Fastnet •

Bishop Rock

He d' Ouessant

У
Strait of Dover

English Channel

FIGURE 2-1. Sailing route from Rotterdam to Tunis showing the congested ocean regions traversed
(North Sea, English Channel, and the western Mediterranean) and the four junction points (•) passed
when sailing this route (Strait of Dover, lie D 'ouessant, Strait of Gibraltar, and the eastern edge of the
western Mediterranean congested region). Also shown are four congested regions (Baltic Sea, Irish
Sea, Tyrrhenian Sea, Adriatic Sea) and eleven junction points (Nord-Ostee Canal, Skagens Odde,
Pentland Firth, Inishtrahull, Fastnet, southern edge of the irish sea, bishop rock, three points on the
edges of the Tyrrhenian Sea, and the southern edge of the Adriatic Sea) used in other distance
calculations.

Rotterdam

121nm

Antwerp

FIGURE 2-2. Comparison of the actual sailing distance (in nautical miles) from Rotterdam to
Antwerp to the great circle distance from Rotterdam to Antwerp.
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2.7. REGION SAILING DISTANCES AND COLLISION FREQUENCIES

Table 2-2 presents the distances sailed (di988 and di993) in each of the 21 ocean regions during
the years 1988 and 1993, the average of these two distances, the number (N) of ship collisions
that occurred in each region during the 15 year period from 1979 to 1993, and the collision
frequency per nautical mile sailed (F), calculated (F = [N/15]/[(di998 + di993)/2]) from this data
for each region under the assumption that the port call data for the years 1988 and 1993 is not
unlike the port call data for other years in the 15-year period.

Table 2-2. Distances Sailed, Ship Collisions, and Collision Frequency for 21 Ocean
Regions

Region

Irish Sea

English Channel

North Sea

Baltic Sea

Western Mediterranean

Tyrrhenian Sea

Adriatic Sea

Aegean Sea, Bosporus

Eastern Mediterranean

Suez Canal, Red Sea, Gulf of
Aden

Persian Gulf, Gulf of Oman

Approaches to Singapore

South China Sea, Taiwan Strait

East China Sea

Yellow Sea

Sea of Japan, Korean Strait

Inland Sea of Japan

East Coast of Japan

Western Gulf of Mexico

Coastal Waters

Open Ocean

Distance Sailed (nautical miles)

1988 1993 Average

2 829 048

21 879 012

48 945 873

26 150 331

12 527 256

4 713 083

8 847 482

6 979 278

9 717 480

30 562 346

6 123 288

30 056 459

16 959 614

24 138 006

7 483 030

6 223 109

12 440 950

4 169 250

12 907 874

80 737 497

655 875 934

2 683 242

20 497 594

46 676 760

30 410 544

12 508 332

5 163 556

9 216 251

7 521 944

11511423

30 397 942

9 272 603

43 928 308

24 003 990

32 718 462

10 559 045

7 748 095

14 106 520

4 497 723

14 124 048

97 489 242

709 598 653

2 756 145

21 188 303

47 811317

28 280 438

12 517 794

4 938 320

9 031867

7 250 611

10 614 452

30 480 144

7 697 946

36 992 384

20 481 802

28 428 234

9 021 038

6 985 602

13 273 735

4 333 487

13 515 961

89 113 370

682 737 294

Collisions
1979-1993

7

33

134

76

29

8

11

59

21

17

17

41

42

34

13

35

193

120

24 1

252

70

Frequency
(per nautical
mile sailed)

1.7 x 10"'

1.0 x 10"'

1.9 x Ю"7

1.8 x 10"'

1.5 x 10"'

1.1 x 10"'

8.1 x Ю-8

5.4 x 10"'

1.3 x 10"'

3.7 x Ю"8

1.5 x 10"'

7.4 x Ю"8

1.4 x 10"'

8.0 x Ю"8

9.6 x Ю"8

3.3 x 10"'

9.7 x Ю"7

1.9 x Ю"6

1.2 x 10"'

1.9 x 10"'

6.8 x 10"9

2.8. PORT COLLISION FREQUENCIES

In order to examine the influence of port traffic on port collision frequencies, ports in the two
years of Lloyd's port call data were divided into three groups, high traffic ports (13 ports),
medium traffic ports (78 ports), and low traffic ports (3499 ports). Somewhat arbitrarily, high
traffic ports were then taken to be any port with more than 8900 port calls during 1988
because 8900 port calls per year is about 1 port call per hour; medium traffic ports, any port
with 2 700 to 8 900 port calls during 1988, and low traffic ports, all ports with fewer than
2700 port calls during 1988. Collision frequencies per port call were then calculated
individually for all 13 high traffic ports and for 6 medium traffic ports, and calculated
collectively for all high, all medium, and all low traffic ports. Table 2-3 presents these port
collision frequencies.
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Table 2-3. Port Calls (1988) and Port Collision Frequencies (per port call)

Port Port
Collisions1

(1979-1993)

Port Calls
(1988)

COLLISION FREQUENCY
(per port call)

High Traffic Ports
Antwerp

Europort

Gibraltar

Hamburg

Hong-Kong

Istanbul

Kobe

Panama Canal

Port Said

Rotterdam

Singapore
Suez

Yokohama

All High Traffic

10
2
1

8
7
3
7
2

13

11

18

3
8

93

16585
9772

13991

14645

14216

24926

9133

11058

8936

26153

27129

9742

13323

199 609

4.0 x Ю"5

1.4 x 10"5

4.8 x Ю"6

3.6 x 10"5

3.3 x Ю-5

8.0 x Ю"6

5.1 x lO"5

1.2 x Ю"5

9.7 x Ю-5

2.8 x Ю"5

4.4 x lO"5

2.1 x 10"5

4.0 x Ю"5

3.1 x Ю 5

Medium Traffic Ports
Bangkok

Barcelona

Lisbon

Los Angeles

Marseilles

New York

All Medium
Traffic

2
2

2
0
2
12

174

3889
5743

3984

6587

4238

5144

254 121

3.4 x Ю"5

2.3 x Ю"5

3.4 x Ю"5

0
3.2 x Ю"5

1.6 x Ю"4

4.6 x 1 0 5

Low Traffic Ports

All Low Traffic 422 656 989 4.3 x Ю"5

1. Thirteen port collisions occurred in ports that did not appear in the two years of port call data.

2.9. FIRE FREQUENCIES

Because ship fires show little variation with ocean location and occur often only in
Marsden squares that contain major oil fields (the North Sea and the Persian Gulf), fire
frequencies were not developed independently for each ocean region or for individual ports.
Therefore, the fire frequency per nautical mile sailed and per port call was calculated as
follows:

1572 non -port fires/15 years

2,174,900,488 nautical miles sailed/2 years
= 9.6 x 10 8 fires per nautical mile sailed

975 port fires/15 years . . . 5 , ^ ..
— = 5.4 x 10 fires per port call

2,391,118 port calls/2 years
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3. SHIP COLLISION SEVERITIES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

For a ship collision to damage a Radioactive Material (RAM) cask being carried in a hold of
one of the ships involved in the collision, the ship transporting the RAM cask must be the
struck ship, the striking ship must strike the hold where the RAM cask is stowed and
penetrate deeply enough into that hold to apply crush forces to the cask either by overrunning
the stowage location of the cask or compressing other cargo stowed in the hold about the cask,
and the forces applied to the cask must not be relieved by collapse of ship structures (e.g. ship
bulkheads or the shell of the struck ship on the far side of the struck hold. This section
examines collision penetration depths by revalidating and extending a correlation of collision
damage volumes with collision energy published in 1959 by V. U. Minorsky [3-1]. Relief of
crush forces due to collapse of ship structures is examined in the next section.

3.2 MINORSKY'S CORRELATION

The empirical correlation of ship collision kinetic energy with the volume of the ship
structures damaged by the collision published by Minorsky in 1950 [3-1] assumes (1) that
only the component of the striking ship speed normal to the course of the struck ship
contributes to the kinetic energy available to cause collision damage, (2) that the mass of the
water entrained behind the struck ship during the collision is equal to 40 per cent of the
displacement of the struck ship [3-2], and (3) that the collision is an inelastic event (i.e. upon
colliding, the ships stick together). Under these assumptions, the kinetic energy expended
damaging structures during the collision (AKE) is given by

AKE =
М(т + dm)

m + dm)
[VM sin# f (1)

where M and m are the displacements (loaded masses) of the striking and struck ships, VM is
the speed of the striking ship, dm = 0.4 m is the mass of water entrained behind the struck
ship, and в is the angle between the velocity vectors of the two ships (the collision angle).
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Minorsky implicitly assumed that the kinetic energy expended puncturing and tearing the
shell of the struck ship would be about the same for most ships. Thus, in developing his
empirical correlation, he plotted the sum of the volumes of damaged internal ship structures
(decks, flats, and double bottoms in both ships, transverse bulkheads in the struck ship,
longitudinal bulkheads in the striking ship, and 70 per cent of the area of the torn shell of the
striking ship), but did not include the volume of the damaged shell of the struck ship, which
therefore entered his linear correlation as the correlation intercept. Thus, Minorsky's
correlation has the following functional form,

AKE = mRT + b where RT = JV/wy,- (2)

dj, Wj, and tj are the penetration depth, width, and thickness of the ith damaged structure in the
struck or striking ship, AKE and b are expressed in MJ, and Rj is expressed in m3. When m
and b were determined by correlating collision kinetic energies and damage volumes for nine
high-speed collisions, Minorsky obtained the following correlation,

AKE = (47.2 ± 2A)RT + (32.7 ±13) (3)

hi order to use this correlation to estimate collision penetration depths, some relationship
between structure damage volumes and the depth of penetration of the bow of the striking
ship into the hold of the struck ship must be assumed, as penetration distance determines
whether the RAM cask is struck or, if cargo is present, whether cargo compression consumes
all of the empty space in the RAM hold, thereby subjecting the RAM cask to crush forces, hi
addition, because ship designs changed significantly starting in the 1980's (e.g. the bulbous
bow was introduced), data for a number of modern high-speed ship collisions were added to
the collisions that entered Minorsky's original correlation for which ship identities could be
determined.

hi this section we present a revalidation of Minorsky's correlation using ship collision data
from identified sources, we constrain the intercept of the revalidated correlation using a
theoretical model for a wedge cutting a plate [3-3, 3-4], we connect damage volumes to the
penetration distance of the striking ship bow into the hull of the struck ship by assuming that
the bow of the striking ship is largely undeformed by the collision (non-deformable bow
assumption), and then we use the revalidated model with the non-deformable bow assumption
to estimate the chance that a RAM cask transported on a typical break-bulk or charter
freighter will be damaged, given that the RAM hold of the freighter has been struck by
another ship.

3.3 REVALIDATION OF MINORSKY'S CORRELATION

Minorsky's paper does not specify the values of the nine points that entered his correlation
and identifies only one of the collisions, the Andrea Doria - Stockholm collision, represented
by the points. A literature review showed that the six of the eight unidentified points
corresponded to entries in a table of collision data contained in a report prepared by Gibbs and
Cox, Inc. [3-5] that surveyed collisions that occurred before 1958. This literature search also
identified nine post-1970 high-speed collisions suitable for inclusion in Minorsky's
correlation. Because ship designs changed significantly starting in the 1980's (e.g. the
bulbous bow was introduced), these collisions were added to the set of collisions used to
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revalidate Minorsky's correlation. For these nine modern collisions, missing data required by
the correlations was from other sources or by estimation techniques [3-6].

As collision data was gathered, new plots of Minorsky's correlation showed that the value of
the correlation intercept (the energy expended penetrating the shell of the struck ship) varied
greatly with the set of points plotted. Therefore, the value of the intercept was independently
estimated using the following theoretical model for a wedge cutting a plate [3-3,3-4],

J L - = Q f-1 where Q = 2.34 ц 0А 8 °2 (3)
<7vt \tJ

where W is the work done by the wedge cutting the plate, / and / are the plate thickness and
the length of the tear in the plate, ay is the material yield stress of the plate, ц is the friction
coefficient, б is the crack-opening displacement, and C\ has values [3-3] that range from 0.9
to 3.5. Because values for ц and 5 were difficult to estimate, C\ was taken to equal the
midpoint of its range, namely 2.2. This model was used to calculate the energy expended
penetrating the shell of the struck ship during seven of the sixteen high-speed ship collisions
for which data had been developed. Averaging of the shell penetration energies for these
collisions yielded a value of 28.4 MJ which agrees well with the value of the intercept in
Minorsky's original correlation.

Minorsky's correlation was now recalculated with the correlation intercept constrained to 28.4
MJ. The recalculation used data for the nine modern collisions combined with data for the
seven points from Minorsky's original correlation, whose identities had been determined. The
recalculation assumed that none of these sixteen collisions damaged ship bulkheads, that all
struck ship decks were penetrated to the same distance (this neglects the effect of the rake
angle of the bow of the striking ship), that the thickness of all decks and shells were 0.83 and
0.60 inches respectively (these are the thicknesses given in the example calculation in
Minorsky's paper), that damage widths were the same for all decks in the struck ship, and that
damage areas were rectangular for all collisions except the Andrea Doria collision where the
damage area was assumed to be triangular. Given these assumptions, the following
revalidated correlation was obtained:

AKE = (47.1 ± 8.8)RT + 28.4 (4)

Comparison of the revalidated correlation (Equation 4) to Minorsky's original correlation
(Equation 3) shows that adding nine modern collisions to the correlation and constraining the
correlation intercept to a value of 28.4 MJ still yields a value for the correlation slope
(47.1 MJ/m3) almost identical to the value of the slope of Minorsky's original correlation
(47.2 MJ/m3).

3.4. EXTENSIONS

To apply Minorsky's correlation to collisions that might occur during the transport of
radioactive materials on ships, some relation between penetration depth (d) and damage width
(w) must be assumed. Here these two quantities are related by assuming that the bow of the
striking ship is essentially non-deformable. Therefore, w = 2dtапф where ^is half of the bow
angle of the striking ship, and consequently, for damaged decks in the struck ship when the
collision angle is 90°, RT = {l/2)wdt-d ttапф. For off-normal collisions, relations from
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analytic geometry lead to the following expression for the area (A) of damaged decks in the
struck ship

л_
l -[tan2^/tan26>]

Because of the rake angle of the bow of the striking ship, higher decks in the struck ship will
be more deeply penetrated than lower decks. Specifically, if the penetration of the highest
damaged deck is d0, then the penetration c/, of the ith damaged deck below this deck is df= do -
hj/tun a, where ht is the distance between the highest damaged deck and the ith damaged deck
and a is the rake angle of the bow of the striking ship.

Following Minorsky, for each deck in the struck ship that slices through the shell of the
striking ship, shell damage is RT = 2 (0.7) w dt, where wdtis the damage volume in the shell
on each side of the bow of the striking ship, 0.7 w d t is the projection of this volume along
the normal to the course of the struck ship, and w, the width of each tear in the shell, is taken
to be 5 ft.

Lastly, because the hold in which the RAM cask is stowed may contain other cargo in
addition to the RAM cask, cask damage may result from the compression of cargo about the
cask and not from the cask being struck by the penetrating bow of the striking ship. To
account for damage due to cargo compression, Equation 4 is modified by adding a term for
the work done compressing cargo,

A KE = All RT + 28.4 + Wcarg0 where Wcarg0 = АЬш <xcarg0 (d - f B) (6)

where AbOW is the area of the surface compressing the cargo in the RAM hold (i.e. the
effective surface area of the deformed bow of the striking ship), a c a r g 0 is the crush strength of
the cargo, d is the penetration depth, В is the beam of the struck ship, f is the fraction of space
along the beam of the struck ship between and within cargo in the RAM hold that is empty,
fB is the penetration depth that will use up all of the empty space in the RAM hold along that
beam, Aow ĉargo is the compressive force applied to the cargo after the cargo closes up around
the cask, d - fB is the distance over which that force acts, and following ORI [3-7],

Abow =(<//B)(l/3)H(L/10)2tan^ (7)

where H and L are the height and length of the striking ship.

3.5. APPLICATIONS

The revalidated Minorsky correlation, as modified to permit the calculation of collision
penetration distances, was used to estimate the probability that a RAM transportation cask
would be damaged during a ship collision where the striking ship collides with the RAM hold
of the RAM transport ship. Two RAM transport ships with structural features similar to INF
class 1 and class 2 ships were considered: a four deck, small charter freighter (CF) with a
displacement of 1740 tonnes and a five deck, break-bulk freighter (BBF) with a displacement
of 23 500 tonnes (1.0 tonne = 1000 kg). Penetration distances were calculated for collisions
where these two ships were struck by tankers and bulkers, general cargo freighters, container
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ships, and passenger ships that had for each of nine displacement ranges typical rake angles,
bow angles, and beam widths. Consistent with RAM cask shipping practice, the calculations
assumed that the charter freighter carried no cargo besides the RAM cask and that the break-
bulk freighter might be carrying three types of cargo, palletized paper cartons containing light
weight products (light cargo), palletized wooden boxes containing medium weight cargo
(medium cargo), or heavy machinery (heavy cargo). For each of these three hypothetical types
of cargo, reasonable values were chosen for the cargo compression model parameters, f and
ĉargo- Finally, the distributions of striking ship displacements, collision speeds, and collision

angles needed for these calculations were taken from a prior study of waterborne transport
accident severities [3-7].

The revalidated and extended Minorsky correlation (Equations 1, 2, and 6 through 8)
expresses an implicit non-linear dependence of collision penetration depth on ship
specifications and displacements, collision speeds and angles, the rake and bow angles of the
striking ships, and cargo characteristics. These equations were solved iteratively for
penetration depth by Newton's method or in some cases by binary search. Eight sets of
calculations were performed. One set of calculations was performed for each cargo type with
each of the two RAM transport ships, the charter freighter and the break-bulk freighter. Each
set of calculations considered each of the four broad classes of ships in the world fleet and all
possible combinations of collision speed, collision angle, and striking ship displacement.
Thus, each set of calculations consisted of 3 366 trials. After each calculation, the resulting
penetration depths were binned into twelve penetration intervals that spanned the beam of the
struck ship.

Because the RAM cask was assumed to be stowed on the midline of the hold of the RAM
transport ship, for each penetration distance, the following four results were possible: (1) the
cask is overrun by the bow of the striking ship, (2) the bow does not overrun the cask, and, if
the RAM hold could contain other cargo, then (3) close-up of cargo consumed all of the
empty space in the hold, or (4) cargo close-up failed to consume all of the empty space in the
hold. If the cask is overrun or cargo close-up occurs, the cask would probably be subjected to
asymmetric forces large enough to damage both the cask and its contents [3-8]. Therefore,
whenever a calculation predicted that the RAM cask was overrun or complete close-up of
cargo occurred, it was conservatively assumed that the cask was subjected to crush forces and
failed (lost containment integrity). These assumptions lead to the distributions of cask crush
presented in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1 shows that shell penetration is much more likely for the heavier break-bulk
freighter than for the lighter charter freighter, presumably because, if struck, the lighter
charter freighter is easier to push through the water than the heavier break-bulk freighter, and
thus more energy is expended pushing the lighter ship and less penetrating into its hull. Table
3-1 also shows that if the hull of the charter freighter is penetrated, because of its narrower
beam, a greater fraction of shell penetration collisions lead to cask crush. Specifically, for the
charter freighter, cask crush results for 72 per cent of all shell penetrations, while for the
break-bulk freighter, cask crush results about 42 per cent of all shell penetrations for the no,
light and heavy cargo case and for 81 per cent of all shell penetrations for the medium cargo
case.
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Table 3-1. Probability of Shell Penetration and Cask Crush on Representative Charter
and Break-bulk Freighters

Collision Result

Shell Penetration
Cask Overrun
Cargo Goes Solid
Total Crush
Probability

Charter
Freighter

Break-Bulk freighter

Cargo Type
None
0.200
0.144
0.000
0.144

None
0.563
0.238
0.000
0.238

Light
0.563
0.049
0.187
0.235

Medium
0.563
0.000
0.458
0.458

Heavy
0.563
0.000
0.236
0.236

Finally, it is important to note that these results are probably conservative for two reasons.
First, if the RAM cask is overrun by the bow of the striking ship, its tie-downs may fail which
could prevent the cask from experiencing crush forces. And second, if the tie downs fail and
the cask is pushed across the hold to the far shell of the struck ship or if other cargo in the
hold does completely close up about the cask, crush forces should be reduced by bulging or
failure of hold bulkheads or the shell of the struck ship at far side of the struck hold, or by
pushing cargo up into the empty space above the cargo below the overlying deck.

3.6. MODIFIED SHELL PENETRATION ENERGY

3.6.1. TSAMC method

The constant shell penetration energy used by Minorsky in developing his correlation can be
eliminated by substituting results from mechanistic calculations of the energy required to
produce hull rupture, for example, the Tanker Structural Analysis for Minor Collisions
(TSAMC) method developed by M. Rosenblatt & Son [3-9]. For minor ship collisions, the
TSAMC method accurately predicts absorbed energy and hull deformations up to the point of
hull rupture. This method works for all types of ship structures, including double hull ships.
Deformations beyond the point of hull rupture can then be modeled in a manner similar to the
Minorsky method. The external mechanics used to determine the amount of energy that must
be absorbed are treated the same as in the Minorsky method.

The TSAMC method uses static analysis based on simplified models of various structural
components of the struck ship. The energy absorbed by each component is calculated and
summed. The method is based on observations of actual collision damage and laboratory tests
of structural models. Most of the energy is absorbed by membrane tension in the side shell
and the stiffeners. Seven ships ranging in displacement from 570 to 23 300 MT with various
framing types and both single and double hulls were analyzed. These analyses lead to the
following observations:

1) The energy absorbed in rupturing the hull varies significantly from ship to ship.
2) The amount of penetration required to cause hull rupture also varies.
3) The penetration required to cause hull rupture is a significant portion of the ships beam.
4) Many collisions do not have sufficient energy to cause hull rupture.
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These observations suggest that for small ships, such as those frequently used to transport
radioactive material, the penetration distance calculated using the Minorsky method may have
a significant error. Actual penetration may be greater or less than that calculated using the
simple empirical equation.

3.6.2. CALCULATION OF FURTHER PENETRATION

If the collision energy is greater than the energy required to rupture the hull as estimated using
the TSAMC method, additional resistance to penetration will come from deforming structures
that are transverse to the penetration, such as the bottom hull, the double bottom, and decks. A
Minorsky-type calculation can then determine the energy absorbed by these structures due to
additional penetration. To perform this analysis a resistance factor must be calculated that
only includes the damage due to this additional penetration. In calculating the resistance
factor, the following assumptions are made: only damage that occurs after hull rupture is
used, the area of increased damage is triangular in shape, and the depth of penetration can be
calculated for any level based on the maximum penetration and rake angle.

Based on this resistance factor, the amount of energy absorbed by deformation of the bottom
hull, double bottom, and decks can be determined by multiplying times the Minorsky
coefficient. The total energy absorbed is then the sum of the energy required for hull
penetration; bottom hull, double bottom, and deck deformation; and crushing of cargo (if
present).

Figure 3-1 shows a graphical representation of the area deformed at the point of hull rupture
and the additional area deformed due to penetration beyond that required to cause hull
rupture. The energy absorbed and penetration distance prior to hull rupture is determined
using the TSAMC method and is shown in the top part of the figure. The energy absorbed and
penetration distance after hull rupture is determined using a resistance factor calculation. The
area used for the calculation of resistance factor is the dark shaded portion in the lower part of
the figure, hi an example calculation, this method predicted a penetration depth of 9.9 m
compared to a depth of 11.8 m calculated using the revalidated Minorsky method discussed
earlier.

- \ ,
-ire* cf •bmij

a: Penetration and damage prior to hull rupture, b: Penetration and damage after hull rupture.

Fig. 3-1. Calculation of damage using the modified Minorsky method.

3.6.3. Advantages of using mechanistic hull rupture with Minorsky's Correlation

The modified Minorsky method developed accurately accounts for the strength of the side
structure of the struck ship. The amount of energy absorbed prior to hull rupture is calculated
based upon sound engineering principles and the observed behavior of the deformations of
ships involved in collisions. Due to the wide variation in ship hull designs, the amount of
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energy required to rupture the hull is very ship-dependent. Modeling the hull rupture energy
as the intercept in a linear correlation of resistance-factor with absorbed energy can lead to
substantial errors. For the smaller vessels typically used during the maritime transportation of
radioactive material, the amount of energy absorbed prior to rupture of the side shell is much
larger than the amount absorbed during additional penetration. Also, the penetration distance
prior to rupture of the hull is a significant portion of the beam of the struck ship.

The modified Minorsky method is simple enough to use for the many accident cases needed
for risk assessments. The level of information and amount of computational time required by
this method is considerably more than is required for the regular Minorsky method, but much
less than what is required for a finite element calculation of collision deformations. For
purposes of risk analyses, collisions with less energy available than the amount requited to
rupture the hull can be quickly screened out. Collisions with more than this amount of
available energy can then be treated using Minorsky's correlation without its non-mechanistic
constant incercept.
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4. STRUCTURAL FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES

4.1. INTRODUCTION

The simplified methods for predicting penetration distance discussed in the previous chapter
are useful for determining if a radioactive material package will be affected by a ship-to-ship
collision, but they do not provide any information about the magnitude of the forces acting on
the package. In order to determine the way that a stowed radioactive material transportation
package interacts with the transport vessel (and a striking vessel) during a ship-to-ship
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collision a series of finite element analyses of the entire system was performed. The
combination of relatively small structural members and very large overall sizes of ships
makes it beneficial to perform the analyses in several stages. The entire system is modeled in
the initial stage. In this model a relatively coarse finite element mesh is used to represent the
radioactive material package, the transport ship, and the striking ship. This analysis is used to
determine the global behavior of the system and to define appropriate boundary conditions for
subsequent analyses. It is described in section 4.2 below. In the second stage of analysis only
the parts of the ship necessary to determine the maximum crush loading experienced by the
package are included. The results of these analyses are presented in section 4.3. Changing
assumptions about the manner of transporting high level radioactive material by sea leads to
the possibility of interactions between the RAM package and other cargo. The effect of other
cargo on the crush loading experienced by the package is presented in section 4.4. All of the
analyses are performed using the transient dynamic code PR0NT0-3D developed by Sandia
[4-1].

4.2. SHIP COLLISION ANALYSES

4.2.1. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The problem modeled is that of a small freighter with the dimensions shown in Figure 4-1
impacted by ships of the same mass or more. The struck freighter is assumed to have a mass
of 1675 metric tons and zero initial velocity. Two series of analyses were performed. In each
series, the response of the freighter was evaluated when impacted by a striking ship of various
masses travelling at various initial velocities normal to the longitudinal axis of the freighter.
The striking bow was assumed to be vertical (zero rake angle), and all impacts were assumed
to occur near the midsection of the freighter to maximize the damage incurred by the
freighter. The first series of analyses (designated IS to 4S) incorporated a crude
representation of a single RAM package initially located adjacent to the hull of the freighter
opposite the striking ship. The package represented is that of a 22.7 tonne truck cask. In the
second series (designated 1M to 4M), a representation of a row of similar packages was
incorporated. Impact velocities ranged from 10 to 30 knots (5.1 to 15.6 m/s) and the mass of
the striking ship ranged from 1675 MT to 16 750 MT.

The packages were modeled with a coarse mesh using elastic rectangular prisms with
four elements each, because they were used only to evaluate average forces and not to analyze
deformation. The multiple package representation consists of seven packages side-by-side
spanning 80% of the breadth of the freighter, hi order to get a conservative estimate of the
forces on the packages, they were assumed to be rigidly tied together, hi all analyses
performed, the packages were free to move. No tie-downs were modeled there was no gravity
and no friction.

4.2.2. Results

Results of the finite element computations for the first series of analyses indicate penetration
distances ranting from 0.8 to 5.2 meters. Figure 4-2 contains plots of the deformation of the
struck ship from the top view. One can easily see the increased damage in case 4S. However,
even in this case the striking ship only penetrated the struck ship to slightly more than half of
its breadth. Therefore, during this series of analyses, the package initially located adjacent to
the hull farthest from the striking ship was not directly impacted by the striking ship during
the impact event.
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Fig. 4-1. Finite element model used for the ship-to-ship collision analyses.

Fig. 4-2. Maximum deformation for case 2S (v = 15 knots, mass = 10 050 tonnes, t
0.50 sec.) and case 4S (v - 30 knots, mass = 16 750 tonnes, t = 0.68 sec).
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A second series of analyses was conducted in order to measure the force that a RAM package
might experience during a ship collision, hi these analyses, a representation of a row of
packages spanning 80% of the breadth of the ship was incorporated to ensure direct impact
and crushing of the packages in at least some of the analyses. Deformation of the freighter at
maximum penetration for cases 2M and 4M are shown in Figure 4-3. For both cases the
maximum crush force is about 130 MN, although case 4M has double the impact velocity.

Fig. 4-3. Maximum deformation for case 2M (v = 15 knots, mass = 10 050 tonnes,
t = 0.47 seconds) and case 4M (v = 30 knots, mass = 16 750 tonnes, t = 0.50 seconds).

4.2.3. Discussion of ship collision analysis results

The amount of penetration seen in these analyses is less than the amount predicted using
simplified calculations, such as the Minorsky method, and the degree of tearing is less than is
typically seen in this type of impact. Some of the reasons for these results are the fact the
impact point on the struck ship is very near to the transverse bulkhead. This is the stiffest
region of the struck ship for side impacts. Also, the artificial stiffening of the shell elements to
eliminate the need to model the web frames and stiffeners makes these elements more
resistant to tearing. It is likely the stiffening of the ship does not decrease the crush forces
seen by the simulated radioactive material packages because the back hull of the struck ship is
stiffer as well. So even though the penetration distance and tearing of the struck portion of the
ship are underestimated, the forces acting on the package are probably conservative. To obtain
a more accurate assessment of the crush forces acting on a radioactive material transportation
package, a more detailed analysis of the interaction between the back hull and the package has
been performed and is described in the following sections.

4.3. CRUSH LOADINGS WITHOUT OTHER CARGO

4.3.1. Introduction

hi this section, a more detailed finite element model of the region of the ship where the
package interacts with the back hull is used to determine the maximum crush force that can be
applied to the package. It is assumed that the collision is severe enough to allow the
penetrating bow of the striking ship to apply an infinite force on one side of the package, hi
order for the package to be crushed, a force must be applied to the other side as well. The
analyses in this section are aimed at estimating an upper-bound for this force.
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4.3.2. Finite Element Model

The finite element meshes used to determine the crush force acting on the package are shown
in Figure 4-4. Two cases are considered; the package contacting the hull in a side-on
orientation and the package contacting the hull in an end-on orientation. The boundaries of the
model are the bulkheads on either end of the hold containing the ]RAM package and the floor
deck of the hold with the package and the floor deck of the hold above the package (this
boundary could also be the top deck of the ship). The web frames for the transversely framed
ship are included in the model. These frames are spaced at 1 meter. The section of hull
modeled is assumed to be rigidly attached to the boundaries (no displacements or rotations at
the edges). The plate thickness for the hull is 1.9 cm. The web frames are rigidly attached to
the hull plate, but the weld at this location is not included in the model.

;

a: side-on orientation

'$• H ' ' - j : •'.'

b: end-on orientation

Fig. 4-4. Finite element meshes used for determining the crush force exerted on a RAM
package from the ship's side structure.

Deformation of the RAM package is not considered in the analysis and no details of the
package are included in the model, but the size and shape match that of a typical cask for
transporting spent fuel or high level waste by truck. The dimensions are 0.9 meter in diameter
by 5.5 meters long. For the side contact case only the front half of the package is modeled and
for the end contact case only a short segment of the end of the package is modeled. As the
purpose of this work is to determine the crush forces acting on the package, the model is set
up for the package to be a force transducer. Therefore, assuming package rigidity is
appropriate

4.4.3. Analysis results

For the side-on orientation, the maximum force the hull can supply to the package is about
105 MN. This load is distributed almost uniformly along the length of the package. The level
of crush force is less than the maximum crush force from the ship collision model discussed
above because some of the conservative assumptions from that model have been removed for
this refined analysis. For the end-on orientation the maximum force is about 42 MN. This
maximum is nearly identical to the load required to buckle the web frame in this
configuration.
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4.4.4. Discussion of results without other cargo

The results of these analyses show that the strength of the side structure of the ship
transporting the RAM package limits the crush load that can be applied to the package. Due to
conservatisms in the finite element model used, the forces determined in these analyses are
larger than would be seen in an actual collision. The boundary conditions used in the
simulation for the side structure make this structure stronger than it would be in an actual
collision, especially for the side contact case. For both cases the global membrane stress in the
side structure as a result of the ship's participation in the collision are neglected. These
stresses would add to the stresses caused by the penetrating package and reduce the force
required for penetration. In addition, for the side contact case the amount the package
penetrates the back hull is greater than the package diameter, so it would be impossible for
even a rigid bow from a striking ship to not interact with the side structure. This interaction
can only decrease the amount of force the side structure is able to impart to the RAM
package.

The type of framing typically used for large vessels (transverse) causes the load path from the
package to the ship structure to be primarily in the vertical direction. This implies that the
magnitude of the force is proportional to the length of side structure participating in the
contact. This is clearly illustrated by the much lower maximum force for end contact (0.9
meter of side structure contacted) than for side contact (5.5 meters of side structure
contacted). For this reason the amount of force generated for penetration of a larger package,
such as a cask for rail shipment of spent fuel,, is not expected to be much larger in the side
contact case than it is for the smaller truck cask, as these packages are of about the same
length.

Although it is not possible to directly relate these crush forces to the impact forces generated
during the regulatory 9-meter drop test, the relative magnitudes can be compared. For a
package with a weight of 25 tonnes (typical for truck casks), the side contact force
corresponds to an acceleration of about 480 Gs. Similarly, the end contact force corresponds
to an acceleration of about 180 Gs. Peak accelerations seen during impact tests are frequently
higher than these values.

The results of these analyses indicate that the magnitude of crush force that radioactive
material packages transported by sea are likely to be subjected to during even the most severe
ship-to-ship collisions is limited by the strength of the side structure of the transporting
vessel. The side structure used in these simulations is typical for a large freighter or container
ship. Smaller vessels, such as charter freighters that have been used in the past for shipment of
spent fuel, have weaker side structure. The amount of crush force that can be imparted by a
weaker side structure is therefore less than that predicted by the simulations performed here.
If the ship transporting the radioactive material packages has other cargo in the same hold the
interactions between the package, the cargo, and the ship hull may increase the length of side
structure participating in resisting penetration, thereby increasing the maximum crush force.
The effect of other cargo will be discussed in the next section.

5. FIRE SEVERITIES

In this section, test results for a series of eight test fires ranging in size from 2.2 to 18.8 MW
conducted aboard the Coast Guard fire test ship Mayo Lykes at Mobile, Alabama are
presented and discussed. Tests aboard the break-bulk type cargo ship consisted of heptane
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spray fires simulating engine room and galley fires, wood crib fires simulating cargo hold
fires, and pool fires staged for comparison to land-based regulatory fire results. Primary
instrumentation for the tests consisted of two pipe calorimeters that simulated a typical
package shape for radioactive materials packages. These fire tests were then modeled with the
methods of computational fluid mechanics to confirm that analytical models can successfully
predict the shipboard fire environment, hi addition, analytical studies of fire spread were
conducted to improve the ability to predict hold-to-hold fire spread for break-bulk freighters.
Also in this section, a simple hold-to-hold fire spread model based on methods developed by
the fire protection engineering community is briefly described, and a typical event tree for
break-bulk freighter fire spread is outlined and discussed.

5.1. FIRE TESTS

The tests were conducted aboard the Mayo Lykes, a World War П Victory class cargo ship,
maintained by the United States Coast Guard at Mobile, Alabama, specifically for the purpose
of fire testing. Two holds, holds 4 and 5, at the aft end of the ship were selected for the tests.
Level 1 of these holds, immediately below the weather deck, was used for all fires and
measurements, hi all cases the fires were set in hold 4. Steel pipe calorimeters representing
simulated radioactive materials packages were placed in both holds 4 and 5. Fires included
ignited heptane sprays impinging on the steel bulkhead between holds 4 and 5, and wood crib
fires representing combustible cargo fires. The general experimental arrangement is shown in
Figure 5-1.

HOLD #5

Bulkhead

Calorimeter

HOLD #4

Calorimeter

Fire Location
Fire Types:
Heptane Spray (Engine room fire)
Wood Crib (Cargo fire)

Figure 5-1. Fire test arrangement.

The sequence of eight fires conducted aboard the Mayo Lykes is shown in Table 5-1. A brief
description of each type of fire and major fire characteristics follows. Hold 4 measures 17.6 m
wide by 21 m long by 3.8 m high. Hold 5 dimensions are 17.6 m wide by 16 m long by 3.8 m
high, all tests the calorimeter in hold 5 was located with its centerlme 0.4 m above the deck
and 2 m aft of the hold 5-5 bulkhead. Detailed descriptions of the ship holds involved and
instrumentation locations are included in Koski, et al [5-1].
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To avoid potentially explosive conditions with the heptane spray and in-hold pool fires,
adequate oxygen was supplied to hold 4 via openings in the hull. Measurements indicate that
oxygen levels in the vicinity of the fire were usually near normal atmospheric content, hi
sealed shiphold fires at sea, oxygen would be more limited, leading to smoldering fires with
even lower heat flux levels than experimentally measured. The experimental fires reported
here represent conditions more typical of a fire that could occur during ship loading or
unloading in port.

TABLE 5-1. FIRE TEST SEQUENCE

Test
Number

5037

5040

5041

5043

5045

5046

5048

5049

Date, Time and Duration

9/12/95, 2:09 PM CDT,
60 Minutes

9/14/95, 9:13 AM CDT,
20 Minutes

9/14/95,12:21PM CDT,
60 Minutes

9/15/95, 8:26 AM CDT,
20 Minutes

11/13/95, 12:02 PM CDT,
60 Minutes

11/13/95, 2:46 PM CDT,
60 Minutes

11/14/95, 3:09 PM CDT,
27 Minutes

11/15/95, 2:20 PM CDT,
32 Minutes

Type of Test

2 burner heptane spray test

Wood crib fire test with 17 L heptane accelerant

2 burner heptane spray test with diesel
fuel in drip pans for smoke

Wood crib fire test with 17 L heptane accelerant

4 burner heptane spray test

4 burner heptane spray test with diesel
fuel in drip pans for smoke
Diesel pool fire in hold 4

Diesel pool fire on weather deck

Peak Thermal
Power, MW

2.2

4.1

2.2

4.1

5.6

5.6

15.7

18.8

5.1.1. Heptane spray tests

The heptane spray fires were intended primarily to simulate a fire in an adjacent ship compart-
ment. For the first series of tests heptane in a pressurized reservoir was fed through nominal
3/8 inch stainless steel tubing to two nozzles located in hold 4. Stainless steel BETE model
P54 fine atomization spray nozzles were used to create a 90° cone shaped fog spray that was
manually ignited with a propane torch. The nozzles were located 0.91 m to either side of the
hold centerline. The nozzles were located 1 m above the deck, 1 m from the bulkhead
between holds 4 and 5, and were aimed at the bulkhead at an angle of 45° above horizontal.
For the estimated 0.21 MPa pressure difference across each nozzle, a 0.024 kg/s mass flow
rate was calculated. For heptane with a heat of combustion of 44.6 MJ/kg, this gives a thermal
output of each nozzle for full combustion of 1.1 MW. The two nozzle configuration doubles
this to a total thermal output of the fire to 2.2 MW.

After inspecting the calorimeter results from the first series of two-burner heptane spray tests,
a second series with larger nozzles in a four-burner arrangement was conducted. For these
tests, in addition to the nozzle locations 0.91 m to each side of the ship centerline, nozzles
were located 3.05 m to each side of the centerline. As with the two burner tests, nozzles were
1 m above the deck, 1 m from the hold 4 and 5 bulkhead, and aimed at the bulkhead at an
angle of 45° above horizontal. For the test, the larger BETE P66 nozzles were used with a
0.55 MPa pressure maintained at the fuel reservoir. This gives an estimated nozzle pressure
difference of 0.17 MPa and a flow from each nozzle of 0.031 kg/s. This yields an estimated
power release of 1.4 MW for each burner, and a total release of 5.6 MW total for all burners.
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5.1.2. Wood crib fires

Wood cribs built from clear Douglas fir were used to simulate a cargo fire immediately
adjacent to the simulated radioactive cargo. The general wood crib design is based on
UL Standard 711, [5-2], and is consistent with the size designated as 20-A in that standard. To
estimate the heat release from the crib, equations were taken from Walton, [5-3]. Application
of these equations gave a heat release of 2.4 MW. The UL standard also specifies that to
initiate the fire, 17 L of heptane accelerant are to be ignited in a 1 m square pan under the
crib. Observation of the experimental data indicated that this accelerant burned for about five
minutes giving an experimental recession rate of 0.038 kg/(m2s), and a corresponding output
of 1.7 MW. Combining the heat release of the wood crib and the heptane accelerant gives an
initial thermal output of 4.1 MW for the first 5 minutes of the fire, then a steady heat release
of 2.4 MW as the crib alone burns. Inspection of the data for the calorimeter in hold 4
indicates that the wood crib heat release decreased rapidly 15 minutes after ignition indicating
that most of the wood had burned.

5.1.3. Pool fires

For this test a 3 m x 3 m pool was constructed on the ship centerline at the aft end of hold 4,
and the steel pipe calorimeter moved to be centered above the pool in a manner consistent
with land based regulatory testing.

During the test a 7.6 cm depth out of a total depth of 13 cm of diesel fuel was burned before
overhead temperatures exceeded the previously agreed upon maximum of 540°C at
24 minutes into the test. At 27 minutes the fire extinguishment with foam was complete. From
this information a fuel recession rate of 0.0443 kg/(m2-s) was calculated. With a typical diesel
heat of combustion of 42.75 MJ/kg this leads to an average heat irelease of 15.7 MW during
the test.

For comparison to the in-hold fire test, a 3 m x 3 m pool was built on the weather deck of the
Mayo Lykes on the port side amidships. The pool was constructed to closely follow the
dimensions of the pool built in hold 4. The calorimeter from hold 5 was centered above the
pool, 1 m above the fuel surface at the start of the test. A depth of 13 cm of diesel fuel gave a
32 minute burn, typical of a regulatory pool fire. Calculation of the recession rate for this fire
led to an estimated average thermal output of 18.8 MW.

5.1.4. Experimental results

Temperature and heat flux results for the first four-burner heptane spray test designated test
5045 are given in Figures 5-2 and 5-3. These results are typical of the one-hour four-burner
heptane spray fires conducted. For these tests the calorimeter located in the adjacent
compartment, hold 5, was heated about 25°C during the one hour duration of the test as shown
in Figure 5-2. The inverse heat transfer computer code SODDIT [5-4], with use of both inside
and outside thermocouples at each angular position, estimates maximum heat fluxes of aibout
0.8 kW/m2 on the side of the calorimeter facing the hot bulkhead between holds 4 and 5 (see
Figure 5-3).

Results for the calorimeter located immediately adjacent to the burning wood crib
(Calorimeter 1) for the first wood crib test designated as Test 5040 are shown in Figures 5-4
and 5-5. During this test the calorimeter increased in temperature about 200°C. The initial
rapid temperature increase at the start of the test is caused by the heptane accelerant used to
start the fire. This initial transient results in an initial peak of about 25 kW/m2 on the
calorimeter surface (see Figure 5-5) as estimated with SODDIT with the use of the interior
thermocouples only.
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FIG. 5-2. Hold 5 calorimeter temperatures for four-burner heptane spray. All angular
locations are measured from the top of the calorimeter with the 90° location facing toward
fire.
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FIG. 5-3. Hold 5 calorimeter heat fluxes for four-burner heptane spray. All angles are
measured from top of calorimeter with 90° location facing toward hot bulkhead.
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FIG. 5-4. Typical calorimeter temperatures for wood crib test.
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FIG. 5-5. Typical hold 4 calorimeter heat fluxes for wood crib test.
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FIG. 5-6. Hold 5 calorimeter heat fluxes for in-hold pool fire test.

For the fire in hold 4, the calorimeter was completely engulfed in flames. The heat fluxes to
the calorimeter in hold 5 adjacent to the fire compartment remain at about the 1 to 1.5 kW/m2

level as shown in Figure 5-6. At about 24 minutes, a decision to extinguish the fire was made
to avoid damaging the deck immediately above the fire zone.

Because the on-deck outdoor pool fire was conducted during a strong wind, these data are not
directly comparable to typical regulatory outdoor pool fires conducted under low wind
conditions. For this reason, these data are not presented here. A complete summary of the data
is provided in Koski, et al, [5-1].

5.1.6. Discussion and conclusions

The fire tests yielded several results that support the concepts held prior to testing. First, the
overall heat flux level in typical adjacent-hold and combustible-cargo ship fires is con-
siderably below the initial 65 kW/m2 heat flux levels implied by the 800°C flame temperature
and 0.9 flame emissivity of regulations such as Safety Series 6, 1990. Even for the in-hold
pool fire, initial heat flux levels to the calorimeter over the fire were comparable to values
measured in land-based regulatory fires (see Gregory, et al, [5-5]). For hold 5, adjacent to the
fire hold, the heat fluxes to the calorimeter never exceeded 1.5 kW/m2, even with the large
15.7 MW pool fire near the hold 5-5 bulkhead in hold 4.

For both the heptane spray and wood crib fires, analysis of the calorimeter heat flux plots
shows that the absorbed heat fluxes are much higher on the side facing the fire. This indicates
that thermal radiation is the dominant heat transfer mechanism since convection would lead to
a more uniform heating with hot gases flowing around the entire circumference of the
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calorimeter. Accurate fire simulations with computer models can aid in determining the
partitioning of the heat transfer mechanisms involved.

Analysis of the data does not indicate that shipboard fires are likely to lead to increased heat
transfer when compared to land based regulatory fires. In general, the heat transfer seems to
be lower than for the fully engulfing pool fire considered for land based accidents.

These experimental results are primarily intended to serve as a. means of confirming and
refining analytical heat transfer models of shipboard fires. No general conclusions regarding
the adequacy or inadequacy of regulatory tests as applied to the shipboard fire environment
can be drawn directly from the tests. Any risk assessment model of fires must also include the
probabilities of initiating events, as well as details of crew response and allowances for use of
fire suppression systems. The testing here applies primarily to the break-bulk freighters
typically used to transport radioactive materials. The work does not apply to container ships,
where the IMDG rules on cargo separation differ from those applied to break-bulk ships.

5.2. MODELING OF THE FIRE TESTS

To better understand shipboard fire environments, a computational study simulating the fires
in holds 4 and 5 of the Mayo Lykes was conducted at Sandia National Laboratories to
demonstrate that modern computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools can adequately model
such fires in enclosed volumes. These simulations are more completely discussed discussed in
[5-6]

The simulation of the wood crib fire in hold 4 was calculated using 24052 finite volume cells.
Cell size varied from very small in regions near the fire to very large in the far reaches of the
hold. Simulations with twice the number of cells produced little change in the solution
convergence. Comparisons of temperatures and heating rates show that with computational
fluid dynamics models, useful results can be obtained with fairly rudimentary models of the
fire. With modifications the computational model could be extended to estimate heat flux to a
cask during a hold fire involving other cargo. More comprehensive fire models, especially
with improved smoke models, should yield even better agreements with experiments.

The CFD model of ship hold 5 was a three-dimensional symmetric model and contains 64,352
cells. Heat conducting solids were used to include the thermal capacitance of features such as
the hold bulkheads, deck and overhead, the calorimeter and the king post. A weakly
compressible buoyancy model, which means only density is a function of temperature., was
used since any flow will be induced by natural convection. The model also used a turbulent
flow formulation for calculating fluid flow. The temperature and heat flux values calculated in
the hold 5 analysis are comparable to what was observed from tests. The reasonable
calculated temperature and heat flux values indicated that the thermal response of a ship hold
with an adjacent hold fire can be predicted.

The calculated circumferential temperature and heat flux patterns for hold 5 were also similar
to the experimental results. The patterns build confidence that a ship hold thermal response
can be successfully modeled. The model also confirmed that the predominant mode of heat
transfer near the hot bulkhead is thermal radiation. The large time scale for heating
components also indicates that radiation is the dominant heat transfer mechanism. However,
convection is present and can be a larger factor in transferring heat away from the hot
bulkhead.
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5.3. BULKHEAD FIRE SPREAD MODEL

When performing risk analyses for maritime shipments of radioactive materials, accidental
fires aboard ships must be considered. In most cases such fires will originate at a location
other than the hold where the radioactive materials package is stored. The risk analyst must
then determine the probability that the remote fire will spread from the hold of origin to
threaten the package. To spread the fire must cross steel bulkheads and ignite cargo in holds
adjacent to the fire. The purpose of the computer code constructed under this task was to
permit a quick estimate of the time required for a fire to ignite a combustible cargo near the
steel bulkhead in the hold adjacent to a fire. The code relies on methods developed in the fire
protection engineering community (Janssens, [5-7]), and applies the methods to a likely
worst-case geometry consisting of a wood shipping crate located near the hot bulkhead
separating the fire from the crate. The detailed model is discussed in the full report [5-8].

5.4. FIRE SPREAD ON BREAK-BULK FREIGHTERS

5.4.1. Break-Bulk Freighters

Figure 5-7 presents a side view of the layout of the 14,478 tons deadweight (TDW) break-
bulk freighter for which ship collision penetration depths were estimated in Section 3.2.5
using the revalidated, modified Minorsky correlation.

FIG. 5-7. Side view of a 14 478 tons deadweight break-bulk freighter.

Inspection of Figure 5-7 suggests that a break-bulk freighter may be viewed as a set of holds
(h) and Decks (d) that define the locations (Lhd) of a set of compartments. For example, if
superstructure is ignored, the machinery space is treated as a hold, and each hold is assumed
to have four decks, then, as is shown in Figure 5-8, the break-bulk freighter depicted in Figure
5-7 can be represented as a 4 by 8 matrix of compartments.
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Figure 5-8. Schematic representation of the holds and spaces on a break-bulk freighter.
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5.4.2. Fire spread model

Suppose that the break-bulk freighter depicted by Figures 5-7 and 5-8 is transporting a RAM
cask on the bottom deck of hold 3 (location L31) and that the collision causes a fire to start on
the second deck of hold 2 (location L22) hold, which spreads to compartment L31 by the: Path
L22 —» L32 —» L31. The probability that fire spread along this path leads to an engulfing lire in
compartment L31 which damages the RAM transportation cask or its contents is given by

where Pst,^ is the probability that the fire starts in compartment L22, Pcsk,Ln is
 m e probability

that the RAM cask is located in compartment L^\,PF = Ре„011ф ftieiPgood fuel l& m e probability

that enough of a good fuel is present in the indicated compartment Lhd to support a significant

fire, POi is the probability that the air required to support free burning is available in the

indicated compartment, РОрегше а п с ^ & = 1 - PoPerateate respectively the probability that the fire

system operates and fails to operate in the indicated compartment, and for

example {PpPo2

 PEX ) 1S ш е probability that the fire in compartment L22 is not extinguished by

the operation of the fire suppression system and has enough of a good fuel and enough
oxygen to place heat loads on the compartment walls that allow fire spread to compartment
L32.

But the fire need not start in compartment L22 and the cask may not be stowed in compartment
L31. A general equation, that expresses the fact that the cask may be stowed in any
compartment and the fire may start in any compartment and spread to any other compartment,
can be developed by summing over all possible fire start locations and fire spread paths,

All Start LPathk
Locations
and Paths

where Path к is a sequence of compartments (e.g., L22, L32, L31) of length Пк, PSttLhd is the

probability that the fire starts in the first compartment on Path k, and PCsk,LM

 l s ш е probability

that the cask is located in the last compartment on Path k. Now, as is likely, if unique values

of the probabilities PSt^M, PF, POl •> PEX > a n c* Pcsk,Lhd

 a r e n o t available for individual

compartments, and therefore average values must be used, then Eq. 5-2 reduces to

where PSt and PCsk are the respective probabilities that the fire starts and the cask is located in

a random compartment, Nk is the number of paths of length Пк that connect a random fire start

location through щ-2 intervening holds to a possible cask location, PEX is the probability that

the fire suppression system fails to operate in compartment Lhd when called upon, and PF and

POl are the probabilities that the compartment contains enough of a good fuel and enough air

to support a fire of a size large enough and duration long enough to damage a RAM cask
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located in the compartment or to place heat loads on the compartment's walls that allow fire
spread to a neighboring compartment.

5.4.3. Parameter values

Fire spread on the break-bulk freighter depicted in Figure 5-7 for fires that occur in ports was

examined by Sprung et al. [5-9] who estimated the following values for the probabilities that

enter Equation 3: Ploughjuei = 0.95, Pg00dfuei = 0.9, Poperate = 0.8, and PO2= 0.17 where this

value for Р0 2 reflects the fraction of time that the hold and tween-deck covers of a break-bulk

freighter are open for loading or unloading during a port call and thus is a maximum value.
Fire spread paths are not likely to be contorted. For example, if fire spread from compartment
L22 to compartment L32 by the path L22, L23, L33, L32 is possible, then spread by the direct path
L22, L32 should also be possible and should be more probable. Thus, if only minimum length
fire spread paths are considered, then for each Пк in Eq. 5-3 there is a single value for Nk.

Specifically, for Пк > 2, Nk = where {bi} is the set of binomial coefficients

obtained by expanding (x + a)"" and the 4 accounts for the fact that, for an infinite matrix of

compartments, for any value of Пк, there will always be four identical sets of compartments
for the fire to spread to, one set in each of the four quadrants that border the compartment in
which the fire starts. For example, for fire spread from compartment L32 by any path of length
Пк = 3, there is only one path (L32, L33, L34) to compartment L34, but there are two paths (L32,
L33, L43 and L32, L42, L43) to compartment L43. Thus, the number of fire spread paths from
compartment L32 to compartments L34 and L43 is [(1+2+1) - 1] = 3, where 1, 2, and 1 are the
binomial coefficients of a polynomial of order щ - 1 = 2. But the same analysis applies to fire
spread from compartment L32 to compartments L52 and L41 or to compartments L12 and L23 or
to compartment L21 and the compartment that would be below compartment L31 if the
freighter had five decks instead of four. Therefore, for a freighter with five decks (or for an
infinite matrix of compartments), if Пк = 3, then Nk = 4[(l+2+l) - 1] = 12. For Figure 5-7,
because there isn't a compartment below compartment L31, the exact value of Nk for spread of
fires that begin in compartment L32 along paths with lengths Пк = 3 is 11 rather than 12.
Finally, Table 5-2 presents values for Nk, for the first six terms of the summations in Eq. 5-3,
and for the sums of those terms.

TABLE 5-2. VALUES OF NK, INDIVIDUAL TERMS, AND SUMS OF TERMS FOR
EQUATION 5-3 FOR AN INFINITE MATRIX

n
k
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The 4 deck, 8 hold break-bulk freighter being considered here contains 32 compartments.
Therefore, Pcsk - 1/32 = 0.031. As stated above in Section 2.1, the 15 years of Lloyds'
collision data contains 702 port collisions, 11 of which led to fires. Therefore, given 1:hat a
port collision has occurred, Pst= 11/702 = 0.016. Accordingly,

=0.016(0.031){(0.033)} = 1.6 x К)"5

which is almost two orders of magnitude smaller than the value of 10"3 previously estimated
by Sprung et al. [5-9] for the probability that a RAM transport cask will be subjected to a
severe engulfing fire following a ship collision.

5.4.4 Illustrative applications

The preceding derivation assumed that the matrix of compartments is infinite in extent, and
that fire start locations, collision locations, and cask locations are random. This section
examines those assumptions.

Use of binomial coefficients to derive values for Nk in Eq. 5-3 is strictly correct only for a
matrix of compartments that is infinite in extent. Nk values can be developed by inspection for
the 32 compartment finite matrix used above to represent a break-bulk freighter. Because the
value of the summation in Table 5-2 is set by the first three terms in the summation, only
these three terms are reevaluated.

For fire spread paths that contain two compartments (nk = 2), the 4 ^ 8 compartment matrix
contains 12 compartments (L22 through L72 and L23 through L73) that have all 4 of the fire
spread path termini predicted by the binomial coefficient formula, 16 compartments (L21
through L71, L24 through L74, and L12, L13, L82, and Ьзз) that have only 3 of the 4 termini
predicted by the binomial coefficient formula, and 4 compartments (the corner compartments
of the 4 x 8 matrix) that have only 2 of the 4 termini predicted by the binomial coefficient
formula. An average number of termini (Nk value for an average compartment in the matrix)
for fire spread paths that contain two compartments (nk = 2) can be constructed as a weighted
sum of the fraction of compartments in the matrix that have 4, 3, or 2 termini. Thus,
(12/32)(4) + (16/32)(3) + (4/32)(2) = [1/32][4(12) + 3(16) + 2(4)] = 3.25.

Construction of a similar weighted sum for three-compartment fire spread paths, paths where
nk = 3, yields an average value for Nk of 7.75. Of course, Nk = 1.0 for one compartment fire
paths. If these Nk values for an average cell in a finite matrix are divided by the values of Nk
calculated for a compartment matrix of infinite extent and the resulting fractions are used as
weights to correct the values of the terms in the summation presented in Table 5-2 for a
matrix of infinite extent, a value of 0.03196 = 1(0.0290) + (3.25/4)(0.0034) +
(7.75/12)(0.0003) is obtained for the summation for the limited matrix. But this value is
almost identical to the value obtained for the infinite matrix. Thus, because the probability of
fire spread is dominated by short fire spread paths, the probability of fire spread through real
matrices that are limited in extent will be well represented by the value calculated for an
infinite matrix.

If a ship collision initiates a fire on the struck ship, the compartment where the fire starts may
not, as was assumed above, start on any deck in any hold of the struck ship (that is in any
compartment on the matrix). Instead, fire start may be limited to holds near the struck hold.
Suppose that the chance of a fire starting is significant only in the struck hold or in the: two
holds immediately adjacent to the struck hold (the holds on either side of the struck hold). In
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addition, assume that the struck hold has at least three holds on either side of it. Then, if the
RAM cask is located in the struck hold, a value for PFjre can be estimated for fire paths that
contain one, two, or three compartments (nk = 1, 2, or 3) by using path dependent values for
Pcsk to recalculate the values for Ppire that were calculated in Section 9.5.1 for a limited
compartment matrix.

For fire paths that contain only one compartment (nk =1) , the chance that the fire starts and
therefore also terminates in a compartment in the struck hold is 4/12 and the chance that the
cask is in this compartment is 1/4 because there are four compartments in that hold. Thus,
Pcsk = (4/12)(l/4) = 0.083 for the first term in the summation in Eq. 5-3. For fire paths that
contain two compartments (nk = 2), the chance that the neighboring compartment to which the
fire spreads contains the RAM cask is 0.083 = [(2/12)(2/4) + (4/12)(l/4) + (6/12)(l/3)][l/4],
because two of the twelve compartments in the three holds where fire start is significant have
four neighboring compartments of which only two are in the struck hold; four have four
neighboring compartments of which only one is in the struck hold; and six have three
neighboring compartments of which only one is in the struck hold. Thus, Pcsk = 0.083 for the
second term in the summation in Eq. 5-3. For fire paths that contain three compartments
(nk = 3), a similar analysis yields Pcsk

 = 0.055 for the third term in the summation in Eq. 5-3.

If PFire is recalculated assuming that the striking ship strikes the RAM hold, that the fire starts
in either the struck hold or in one of the two holds immediately adjacent to that hold, and that
Pcsk values are path dependent, then

PFire= 0.016{[(0.083)(l)(0.029) + (0.083)(3.25/4)(0.0034) + (0.055)(7.75/12)(0.0003)]} =
4.2 x Ю"5

If the RAM hold is struck and the probability of fire start is significant only in the struck hold,
a similar analysis yields path dependent values for Pcsk of 0.25, 0.073, and 0.039 respectively
for fire spread paths that contain one, two, and three compartments, whereupon substitution of
these values into the preceding equation gives

PFire = 0.016{[(0.25)(l)(0.029) + (0.073)(3.25/4)(0.0034)
(0.039)(7.75/12)(0.0003)]} = 1.2 x 10"4

Thus, for break-bulk freighters that are carrying combustible cargo (e.g., wood, plastics, ets.)
and are equipped with a fire suppression system, 2 x 10"4 > Pfire > 2 x Ю"5.

RAM casks are frequently shipped in charter freighters, for example the Marsis. For purposes
of fire spread, the Marsis may be viewed as a three hold, one deck matrix, where one hold, the
stern hold, is the equipment hold (the hold that contains the ship's engines) and the other two
holds are cargo holds, only one of which will be used if only one cask is being shipped.
Because the freighter has only three holds, fire spread paths are short and few in number.
When used to transport a RAM cask, a charter freighter usually carries no other cargo. Thus,
the only time a combustible material is present in a cargo hold is when the ship collision
breaches the fuel tank in the double bottom of the that cargo hold releasing bunker or diesel
fuel into the hold.
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A value for PFire for a charter freighter like the Marsis can be estimated using Eq. 5-3 for
collisions that strike one of the two cargo holds and thus might fail the cask if it is stowed in
the struck hold. The estimate is developed assuming that any collision may initiate a fire in
the engine compartment, but that only a collision with a cargo hold can initiate or allow a fire
to spread through that hold because the fuel tank in the double bottom of a cargo hold is
unlikely to be breached if that hold is not directly struck. Accordingly,

PO2

where the first term in the brackets represents a collision with hold 2 (compartment L2) that
initiates a fire in the engine hold (compartment L3) that spreads to hold 2, the second term
represents a collision with hold 2 that initiates a fire in hold 2, and the third term represents a
collision with hold 1 that initiates a fire in hold 1. When the first cargo hold (compartment Li)
is struck, fire spread from the engine compartment through the second cargo hold to the first
cargo hold is neglected, because the double bottom of the second cargo hold should not have
been failed by the collision and thus there will be nothing combustible in the second cargo
hold to support fire spread through that hold. Collisions with the engine compartment are also
neglected because these collisions are not expected to fail the double bottom bunker fuel tank
in either of the two cargo holds and thus fire start in the cargo holds or fire spread from the
engine compartment to these holds are both very unlikely. Finally, Pcsk = 0.5 and the leading
1/3 expresses the fact that a collision with any of the three holds is equally likely.

The Minorsky calculations described in Section 3.0 indicate that the small mass (5 ktons) of
typical charter freighters means that, if struck by another ship, only one time in ten will the
hull of the charter freighter be penetrated. However, because almost all collisions (9 of every
11) that penetrate the hull of a charter freighter will also lead to deep enough penetration to
breach the double bottom of the struck hold, when the cargo hold of a charter freighter is
struck, for that hold, PF = (1/10X9/11) « 0 . 1 . Therefore, since PF = 1.0 for the engine
compartment, Pst= 0.016, andPO9 = 0.5 because while in port hold covers will be off perhaps

half of the time [5-9],

PFire = (0.33X0.5X0.016){[(1.0)(0.5)(0.2)][(0.1X0.5)(0.2)] + [(0.1)(0.5)(0.2)] +

[(0.1X0.5X0.2)]}= 5.5 x 10-5

for port fires on small INF2 charter freighters initiated by collisions.

The preceding estimates of PFire values were developed using approximate values for POl and
PF where PF = P'enough fuel F'good fuel- Better estimates of PFire can be made if better values can be
developed forPO2, Penough fuel, and Pgood fuel- Oxygen availability (depends on air availability

which depends on the size of the openings (ventilation shafts, bulkhead doors, holes produced
by the ship collision) in a hold and the fraction of time that each hole is open on average. The
types and amounts of cargo required to support a fire that burns hot enough and long enough
to allow the fire to spread to a neighboring hold or to threaten a cask colocated with the fire
can be estimated using a compartment fire model and the combustion characteristics and
typical shipment quantities of the various types of cargo transported on freighters. Thus, the
ship and cargo data and fire models required to support the development of more precise
values for POl, Penough fud, and PgOodfuel are all available.
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6. ILLUSTRATIVE CONSEQUENCE CALCULATIONS

6.1. INTRODUCTION

Should the break-bulk freighter depicted in Figure 4-Х be involved in a severe ship collision
while transporting spent fuel in a Type В cask, cask failure and/or loss of the cask into the
ocean might occur. If cask failure leads to the release of radioactive species to the atmosphere,
gasborne transport of these species from the sea to land would cause population along the
overland transport path to be exposed to radiation, hi addition, deposition of gasborne
radioactivity onto the ocean surface or the loss of the failed cask into the ocean would
introduce radioactivity into marine food pathways, whereupon people who consume the
marine foods contaminated as a result of the accident would also be exposed to radiation.

This section describes illustrative consequence calculations performed using the MARTNRAD
[6-1], RADTRAN [6-2,6-3], and MACCS [6-4,6-5] consequence codes. MARINRAD was
used to model a ship accident that occurs in the open ocean during a transocean voyage,
RADTRAN to model a ship accident that occurs while sailing a coastal route at a distance
from shore of several tens of miles, and MACCS to model a ship accident that occurs in a port
at a known location.
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6.2. SOURCE TERMS AND SOURCE TERM PROBABILITIES

The illustrative consequence calculations all assumed transport of spent fuel in a TN-125
cask. Table 6-1 presents the TN-125 cask inventory after cooling for three years.

Table 6-1. TN-125 Cask Inventory

Radionuclide

CO-58

CO-60

KR-85

SR-89

SR-90

Y-90

Y-91

ZR-95

NB-95

RU-103

RU-106

Inventory (Bq)

3.64E+10

1.71E+15

1.73E+15

6.89E+10

1.52E+16

1.52E+16

7.07E+11

2.99E+12

6.65E+12

1.69E+09

1.60E+16

Radionuclide

ТЕ-127

TE-127M

TE-129

TE-129M

CS-134

CS-136

CS-137

BA-140

LA-140

CE-141

CE-144

Inventory (Bq)

3.54E+12

3.62E+12

1.28E+06

1.96E+06

1.35E+16

9.40E-10

2.12E+16

7.33E-09

8.43E-09

3.11E+07

2.02E+16

Radionuclide

PR-143

ND-147

NP-239

PU-238

PU-239

PU-240

PU-241

AM-241

CM-242

CM-244

Inventory (Bq)

2.07E-07

2.58E-13

3.73E+12

5.47E+14

6.81E+13

1.03E+14

2.24E+16

1.34E+14

6.97E+13

4.03E+14

The MARINRAD calculation assumed that the ship collision caused the TN-125 cask to be
lost into the sea and that the entire cask inventory was released into ocean waters over time
periods ranging from 3 to 300 years. Source terms for the RADTRAN and MACCS
calculations were constructed for two bounding ship collision scenarios, a ship collision that
leads to a small failure of the TN-125 cask seal, and a much more severe collision that leads
to a double failure of the cask and also initiates a fire that spreads to the hold where the spent
fuel cask is stored, and there engulfs the cask and burns hot enough and long enough to
significantly increase the release of radioactive material from the spent fuel to the cask
interior. For these two hypothetical accidents, the amount Mi of radionuclide i released to the
atmosphere was calculated using the equation Mi = I,Fi = IiFmcjFcei, where I, is the amount of
radionuclide i in the TN-125 cask, Fmci is the rod-to-cask release fraction and Fcei is the cask-
to-environment release fraction.

For accidents that don't lead to a fire, transport of aerosols and fission product vapors from
the cask interior to the environment was modeled using the MELCOR code [6-6]. These
calculations showed that the small seal failure areas expected for credible impact, crush, or
fire accidents will lead to cask-to-environment release fractions (F:ei values) of order 10"2and
that cask-to-environment release fractions increase as cask leak areas increase, which is to be
expected since, after cask pressurization due to the failure of fuel rods, cask depressurization
times decrease as cask leak areas increase. Thus, a large leak area means a short
depressurization time, little time for fission product deposition to cask interior surfaces, and
consequently large cask-to-environment release fractions. For the severe ship collision that
initiates a severe fire in the where the spent fuel cask is stowed, uneven heating of the cask
was assumed to cause combustion gases and air to flow through the cask and this gas flow
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was assumed to oxidize involatile R.UO2 to volatile R.UO4 and also to carry all species released
to the cask interior out to the atmosphere. Therefore, for the collision-plus-fire scenario,
Fcei =1.0 for all species.

Rod-to cask release fractions (values of Fmci) for accidents that don't involve fires were taken
from Wilmot [6-7], rod-to-cask release fractions for Cs and Ru due to vaporization during fire
accidents were taken from Sprung et al. [6-8], and release fractions for CRUD from fuel rod
surfaces to the cask interior were based on estimates of CRUD spallation fractions under
accident conditions developed by Sandoval et al. [6-9]. Finally, Table 6-2 presents the release
fraction values used to calculate consequences for the collision-only and the collision-plus-
fire scenarios that lead to release of radioactivity from the failed cask into the atmosphere.

Table 6-2. Release Fractions for Two Bounding Ship Accident Scenarios

Chemical Element Class

Name

Noble Gases

CRUD

Cesium

Ruthenium

Particulates

Symbol

Kr

Co

Cs

Ru

Part

Scenario

Collision-Only (1 hole)

0.2

0.3

2 x 10"6

2 x Ю"6

2 x 10"6

Foei

0.8

1 x 10"2

1 x 10"2

1 x 10"2

1 x Ю"2

Fi

0.16

3 x 10"3

2 x Ю"8

2 x 10"8

2 x Ю"8

Collision-plus-Fire (2 holes)

^ m c i

0.2

0.3

1.6 x Ю"3

1.6 x 10"6

2 x W6

•^cei

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Fi

0.2

0.3

1.6 x Ю'3

1.6 x 10"6

2 x 1Q-6

6.3. ACCIDENT SCENARIOS AND SCENARIO PROBABILITIES

For the MARINRAD calculation, sinking of the break-bulk freighter or loss of the cask into
the ocean was assumed to occur while the ship was sailing through the Grand Banks. The
RADTRAN calculation examined the shipment of a spent fuel cask by a coastal route from
New London CT to Charleston SC. The MACCS calculation estimated the consequences of a
severe ship collision that might occur during a port call at New York NY (Port Elizabeth).
Table 6-3 lists the event probabilities that determine the probability of each of these accident
scenarios.

Inspection of Table 6-3 shows that the probability cask failure and loss of a cask into the
ocean due to the sinking of the break-bulk freighter following a severe ship collision that
occurs while traversing the Grand Banks is about 6 x 10"13; that the probability of a severe
ship collision that leads to failure of the cask seal due to cask crush is about 9 x 10"10 while
sailing the urban portion of the New London CT to Charleston SC coastal route and about
1 x 1O~8 while making a port call at Port Elizabeth; and that the probability of a severe ship
collision that causes a double failure of the cask (both seal failure and a puncture or shear
failure) and also a severe fire is about 4 x 10"5 while sailing the urban portion of the New
London CT to Charleston SC coastal route and about 5 x 10"14 while making a port call at Port
Elizabeth.
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Table 6-3. Values of Scenario Event Probabilities

Event
A ship collision occurs while
Sailing through the Grand banks (400 nmi)
Sailing the urban portion of the New London to

Charleston coastal route (72 nmi)
Making a port call at Port Elizabeth

The RAM ship is the struck ship
The strike location is midship
The RAM cask location is midship
The RAM hold is struck
Crush forces are applied to the cask
Cask crush causes the cask seal to fail
Cask puncture or shear occurs
A severe fire occurs
The ship sinks

Probability Value

^collision

"RAM ship struck

"strike/midship

"cask/midship

P R A M hold struck

-^crush forces

-^crush

"puncture/shear

^severe engulfing; fire

Psink

2.7 x Ю"6

1.4 x Ю"5

1.6 x Ю"4

0.5
0.38
1.0

0.33
0.1

0.01
0.1

4.6 x Ю"5

3.6 x Ю"3

6.4. ACCCIDENTS AT SEA (MARMRAD CALCULATION)

The MARINRAD code was used to estimate the radiological consequences that might result
if a severe ship collision led to cask failure and the sinking of the RAM transport ship while
the ship was sailing through the Grand Banks, a major fishing region located off of the
southern coast of Labrador. The MARINRAD codes models transport of radionuclides
between ocean compartments by ocean currents, deposition of radionuclides onto
compartment sediments, uptake of radionuclides from these sediments and/or ingestion of
suspended radionuclides by seaweed, plankton, crustaceans, mollusks, and larval fish,
bioaccumulation of radioactivity due to predation in marine food chains, and radiological
exposures caused by ingestion of marine foods and desalinized seawater, inhalation of
seaspray, swimming in contaminated seawater, and exposure to contaminated sediments. As
Figure 6-1 shows, for these calculations transport of radionuclides by ocean current and
deposition onto ocean sediments was modeled by dividing the world's oceans into 19
compartments. The calculations assumed that the entire inventory of the TN-125 cask was
released into the Top Labrador compartment (the compartment that contains the Grand Banks
fishing region) over time periods of about 3, 30, or 300 years. The calculations used values for
pathway concentration factors, predator gut adsorption factors, predator biological turnover
rates, and marine food usage factors adapted from previous studies [6-10,6-11]. As expected,
the calculations showed that radiological exposures were largely determined by the ingestion
pathway and were largest for individuals who consumed seafoods taken exclusively from the
Top Labrador compartment. The variation of yearly individual doses with time for this
compartment is presented in Figure 6-2. This figure shows that near-term individual closes
increase as the radionuclide release time decreases; that, if release takes place over three
years, yearly individual doses reach a maximum value of about 1810 milHrem five years after
the sinking of the RAM transport ship; and that, after 100 years, yearly individual doses have
fallen to 40 millirem if release occurs over 300 years and to 1 millirem if release occurs over
three years. For the Top North American, Top Guiana, and World Ocean compartments,
radionuclide release over 30 years produces the largest values for one-year individual dose,
specifically 5 millirem at 40 years for the Top North American compartment, 1.3 millirem at
100 years for the Top Guiana compartment, and 0.04 millirem at 100 years for the World
Ocean compartment.
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Figure 6-1. Nineteen compartment ocean Figure 6-2. Average yearly individual doses
model showing intercompartment flows (106 in the top labrador compartment {release
m3 sec1). period: 3 yrs, --30yrs, — 300yrs).

6.5. ACCIDENTS WHILE SAILING A COASTAL ROUTE (RADTRAN CALCULATION)

The RADTRAN transportation risk code was used to model the consequences that might be
caused if either of the two hypothetical transportation accidents occurred while spent power
reactor fuel was being transported in a TN-125 cask from New London CT around Long
Island and then down the east coast of the United States to Charleston SC at a distance of
approximately 40 km from the coast. These calculations used three aggregate route segments
(one urban, one suburban, and one rural segment), the inventory presented in Table 6-1 and
the release fractions presented in Table 6-2. Table 6-4 presents the lengths and average
population densities of these three aggregate route segments as calculated using the
HIGHWAY code and the following coastal highway route: State Highway 27 from Montauk
Point on Long Island to New York City; US 9 from New York City through Cape May, New
Jersey, and Lewes, Deleware, to US 13; US 13 to Norfolk, Virginia; and US 17 from Norfolk,
Virginia, to Charleston, South Carolina.

Table 6-4. Aggregate Coastal Route Segment Lengths and Population Densities

Segment
Length (km)

Population Density (people per km2)

Urban
133

2780

Suburban
415

386

Rural
902

13.5

Consequences were calculated for each of the two hypothetical accident scenarios described
in Section 6.3, the one hole collision-only scenario and the two hole collision-plus-fire
scenario by differencing two RADTRAN calculations: a 0-to-121 km calculation and a 0-to-
40 km calculation. By differencing the results of these two calculations [6-12], the 40 km
near-field open ocean region between the sailing route and the shoreline was subtracted from
the results of the standard RADTRAN calculation, thereby obtaining an estimate of the
consequences that occurred in the 40-to-121 km distance range, which comprises the first
81 km of land next to the shoreline. Table 6-5 presents the results of these RADTRAN
calculations.
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Table 6-5 shows that deposition of radioactive materials, onto the surface of the 40 km wide
region of ocean between the sailing route and the shoreline, reduces the estimated population
dose by a factor of about three. Thus, correcting for the presence of a near-field region that is
devoid of population produces a significant reduction in estimated population dose. Of course,
some of the radioactivity that deposits onto the ocean surface will eventually cause population
dose via marine food pathways. However, because contaminated seafoods reach individuals in
the general population through the commercial food distribution system, the individual doses
caused by consumption of these contaminated seafoods will always be very small, much
smaller than normal background exposures, and thus of little significance.

Table 6-5. Fifty-Year Population Doses (Sv) Calculated by RADTRAN for Three Distance
Ranges for the New London to Charleston Coastal Shipping Route

Source Term
Route Segment

0-to-121 km
0-to-40 km

40-to-121 km

Collision-Only (1 hole)
Urban
1110
795
315

Suburban
255
183
72

Rural
8.9
6.4

2.5

Collision-plus-Fire (2 holes)
Urban
106 000
72 900
33 100

Suburban
24 400
16 700

7 700

Rural
855

586
269

Although the 50-year 33,100 Sv urban population dose calculated for the collision-plus-fire
accident scenario seems to be very large, in fact it is about 20 times smaller than the 590 000
Sv background dose that the 3.3 million people in the exposed population would accumulate
during the 50 years that follow the hypothesized accident. Thus, even an unusually long
epidemiological study of a large portion of that exposed population would not be expected to
be able to detect any radiological consequences (e.g. cancer fatalities) attributable to the
accident. Finally, not only are the radiological consequences of this extremely severe
collision-plus-fire accident unlikely to be capable of epidemiological detection, but also, as
Table 6-5 shows, the probability that this accident will occur while sailing off of urbanized
shoreline during a voyage from New London to Charleston is so small (4 x 10"15) that the
accident is almost not credible.

6.6. PORT ACCIDENTS (MACCS CALCULATION)

Table 6-6 presents consequence estimates for the two hypothetical ship accident scenarios
described in Section 6.3 assuming that these accidents occur in the port of New York (Port
Elizabeth). Both calculations assumed that the break-bulk freighter was carrying other cargo
besides the spent fuel cask and both used the inventory presented in Table 6-1, the release
fractions presented in Table 6-2, one year of variable meteorological data recorded at the New
York City National weather Service Station, and a population distribution constructed from
1990 census data using POPSEC90 [6-13]. Although no short term emergency response
actions (evacuation, sheltering) were assumed to take place, post-accident relocation of
population from and decontamination and/or condemnation of significantly contaminated
property was assumed to take place. The results of these MACCS calculations are presented
in Table 6-6.
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Table 6-6. MACCS Predictions of 50 Year Population Dose and Cancer Fatalities for a Port
Accident

Source Term

Collision-Only (1 hole)
Collision-plus-Fire (2
holes)
50 Year Background Dose
50 Year Cancer Fatalities
Exposed Population

Probability
(per port call)
1.0 x 10"b

4.0 x Ю"12

Population
Dose (Sv)
857
2.4 x Ю4

>1.8 x Ю6

Cancer
Fatalities
37
1.0 x Ю3

>1 x 105

~ 1 x Ю6

Table 6-6 shows that the normal background radiation doses and normal rates of cancer
deaths among the population predicted to be exposed to radiation as a result of these two
hypothetical ship accidents exceed by factors of about 102 to 105 the MACCS predictions of
mean population dose and cancer fatalities among the same population that might be caused
by these two bounding port accident scenarios.

6.7. DISCUSSION

The illustrative consequence calculations described in this section have one result in common.
They all predict doses that are very small when compared to the average annual dose normally
incurred by individuals due to exposure to natural (e.g., comic rays, radon, terrestrial
radionuclides) or routine man-made (e.g., medical X rays) sources of radiation. Thus, these
illustrative calculations suggest that the radiological consequences that might result if a ship
transporting a Type В package were involved in a severe maritime accident are not of great
concern.
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